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SYNTHESE

En 1993, une action de R&D bas£e sur des simulations nume*riques et
exp^rimentales a 6t6 lancet pour e*tudier les couvercles de re*acteurs a eau pressurise*e.
Cette note pre*sente Installation d'essai TRAVERSIN (modele experimental d'un
adaptateur de REP 900 MW) et les calculs realises dans diff&rentes parties du
couvercle en deux et trois dimensions, avec le code de thermohydraulique en e*16ments
finis N3S.

On presente la me*thode choisie pour mener a bien l'e*tude des adaptateurs et du
couvercle. Deux approches compl&nentaires ont 6t£ adoptees atln d'obtenir des
re*sultats globaux sur l'&oulement d'ensemble sous le couvercle et des re*sultats locaux
sur Fe*coulement autour des adaptateurs. On pre*sente 6galement un test de validation
de ces outils exp^rimentaux et nume*riques.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

In 1993 a R&D action, based on numerical simulations and experiments on
PWR's upper head was initiated. This paper presents the test facility TRAVERSIN (a
scale model of a 900 MW adapter) and the calculations performed on the geometry of
different upper head sections with the Thermalhydraulic Finite Element Code N3S
used for 2D and 3D computations.

The paper presents the method followed to bring the adapter and upper head
study to a successful conclusion. Two complementary approaches are performed to
obtain global results on complete fluid flow in the upper head and local results on the
flow around the adapters of closure head. A validation test case of these experimental
and numerical tools is also presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of cracks detected in a number of vessel closure heads led EDF to undertake a program of studies
involving physical and numerical simulations. The one presented here is devoted to temperature evaluation inside
adapters of control rod drive penetrations where these cracks have been located.

The mean temperature of the fluid in the upper head region was estimated by previous experimental studies
(1978) allowing a classification into cold upper head and hot upper head plants, according to the amount of the
flow rate of cold liquid injected under the closure through the nozzles located around the circumference.

Inside the adapters, the temperature may be different from this mean value because of the local flow
configuration : as a hole is bored through the upper part of the thermal sleeve separating the adapter from the
control rod drive, the two concentric channels on each side of the sleeve can communicate like a siphon (figure
1). The flow in these channels is driven by both hydraulic and thermal effects which have to be evaluated.

II. METHOD

Because of the difference between the closure head diameter (4 m) and the distance between the adapter and the
thermal sleeve (3 mm), a global numerical simulation is unrealisable. So, the study was divided into 2 parts
involving some numerical simulations with N3S code and a physical scale model.

The first part is a global approach of the flow into the closure head with 4 objects :
• to know the global flow in the upper head,
• to determine if there are upward flow rates from the upper internal plenum to the upper head,
• to design the local scale model,
• and to have the incident velocity profile on peripheral adapters, which is a boundary condition of local

models.

The second part of the study is a local approach to determine the flow in the siphon. The hydraulic boundary
conditions of this siphon are given by two computations and one scale model. The aim of the scale model is to
validate the N3S code and the purpose of the numerical simulation is to calculate the both boundary conditions :
at the base of the adapter, on one side, and at the end of the thermal sleeve, on the other.

A further development of a ID numerical model (THERSIF) will determine the flow rate and the temperatures in
the siphon. The diagram given on figure 2 shows the links between the different approaches.

III. THE N3S CODE

The FEM code N3S has been developed by the Research Branch_pf EDF for thermohydraulics studies in nuclear
engineering design [1], taking advantage of our experience on 3D finite difference codes. N3S's development



starts in 1982 with the main feature of the use of unstructured meshes for complex geometries modelling. After
intensive testing required by EDF Quality Assurance policy, it is now available for use as a general purpose tool
which can be applied successfully to a wide variety of incompressible laminar or turbulent flows with or without
heat transfer (I, 2, 3 and 4]. For code assessment, a wide range of computer program validation is made under a
Quality Assurance procedure for every main release of N3S. Code results are compared with analytical solutions
when available or with literature experiments. In addition, international numerical workshops provide further
validation cases (See [4], for example).

Four steps are needed to perform a numerical study which will be briefly presented here. They are : the mesh
generation, the boundary condition prescription, the solution of the equations and the post-processing. Each step
use a particular program/tool, as follows.

For the meshing task, N3S uses the CAD softwares IDEAS™ marketed by SDRC or SIMAIL marketed by
SIMULOG, specially the solid modeler for the geometry definition step and the finite element modeler for the
unstructured mesh generation [3].

The pre-processor PREN3S checks the mesh and prescribes the boundary conditions and all the other data.

N3S solves the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations for an unsteady incompressible flow with, as a
standard choice, k-e turbulence model [4, 5 and 6]. The time discretization is based on a fractional step method.
At each time step the code solves successively :
• an advection step, for the non-linear convection terms of the Navier-Stokes, k-e and eventually temperature

equations, by a characteristics method,
• a diffusion step for the remaining part of the k and £ equations : the finite element discretization leads to

linear systems solved by a preconditioned conjugated gradient algorithm,
• a generalized Stokes problem for the velocity and the pressure, solved by a Chorin algorithm.

Assuming a logarithmic velocity profile, we use wall functions on the solid boundaries to compute the friction
shear stress at each time step.

For the post-processing task, either GRAFN3S or MPGS/EnSight (marketed by CEI inc.) can be used ; these
two softwares are very well suited for CFD visualisations. All specific functionalities were developed according
to EDF specifications.

Table I give the characteristics of the different meshes used to the numerical simulations. They use a Pl-isoP2
discretization on tetrahedra in 3D or triangles in 2D.

Name

Dimension

Number of
velocity nodes

Couv. 15°

3D

84 000

COUV. 45°

3D

207 000

TRAVERSIN

3D

116 000

MANCHETTE

2D

12 000

Table 1 : Characteristics of the different numerical simulations,

IV. GLOBAL APPROACH

Numerical model COUVERCLE-15°

The first 3D computation named COUVERCLE-15° (mesh figure 3 left) takes into account a 15° upper head
section with 1 inlet injection and 5 free outlets. The obstacles (adapters, thermal sleeves and guide tubes) are not
represented and this section is bounded by 2 assumed symmetry planes. The outlets are located between the
housing plates and the thermal sleeves.

Figure 4 shows the velocity profile of the wall jet at the location of a peripheral adapters. With this profile and
the flow rate calculated, we can design the scale model TRAVERSIN.

Numerical model COUVERCL£-45°

The disposition of guide tubes and spray nozzles in 900 MW CPY upper heads allows to model only 1/8* of the
domain, with two symmetry planes. This 3D computation named COUVERCLE-450 (mesh figure 3 right) is more
accurate than the previous one because the geometry is symmetrical and all guide tubes are represented. There are
three peripheral nozzles where the inlet flow is prescribed. Outlets are located inside the 13 guide tubes and their
boundary conditions are normal stresses calculated with pressures measured in a previous experimental study
(1978) and including the pressure drops of the housing plates. This boundary condition allows to obtain the flow
rate in each guide tube as a result.

So this model gives a good representation of the global flow in the upper head, as it can be seen on the figure 5.
This result allows us to obtain a better incident velocity profile of the wall jets, as shown on the figure 4. This
profile is used for the inlet condition of the scale model and the computation TRAVERSIN.



V. LOCAL APPROACH

Physical and numerical models TRAVERSIN

The TRAVERSIN scale model was designed in January 1994, using the flow rate evaluation given by
COUVERCLE-150 computation. It represents a upper head section around a peripheral adapter and its thermal
sleeve (figure 7). All parts are made of Perspex for flow fields visualisations an measurements like LDV and
PIV.

The scale of the model is 1 for the length and the velocity, and l/8th for the Reynolds number, because of the
water viscosity which is greater at room temperature than in the reactor. The inlet boundary condition is a
velocity profile set by an adjustable guide flow followed by a honey comb which regularizes the profile at the
entrance of the test section. The flow rate of the experimental loop is measured with a magnetic flow-meter ; it
is limited to 240 1/s. 10 pressure sensors, will give dynamic pressure at the base of the adapter and around the
thermal sleeve.

This scale model is used to validate the choice of the best available turbulence model in N3S code for the
numerical simulations in the same geometry [7].

The mesh (figure 6) used for the numerical model TRAVERSIN reproduces exactly the test section of the scale
model. This model has the advantage of being free of limitations on the flow rate and the velocity profile at the
inlet, but the turbulence model used in the computation has to be tested. There are several choices in N3S and
from previous test cases, we know that turbulence modeling is not obvious in this type of flow (impinging jet
on a cylinder).

The comparison between experimental and numerical models is made with the following boundary conditions :
• a uniform velocity profile of lm/s at the inlet, (i.e. flow rate of 87 1/s and parallel flow guide plates in the

physical model),
• the outlet is free (i. e. uniform normal stress in the outlet plane of the numerical model),
• in the computation, the ceiling and the obstacles are treated with wall functions associated with the turbulence

model, but the other walls are considered as free slip planes, because the boundary layers along them do not
interact with the local flow around the adapter. So it is not necessary to refine the mesh there.

The figure 8 shows a visualisation of the flow around the thermal sleeve in both models : in the physical one, it
is viewed with wool yarn representing the direction of the velocity vectors ; in the numerical one, there are
particle traces calculated by the post-processor from the computed velocity field.

A further comparison of pressure and velocity fields is planned to validate more precisely the N3S code on this
geometry. After that, another computation will be done on the same geometry, with the real Reynolds number of
the plant and the inlet velocity profile given by the global computation COUVERCLE-450.

The expected result is the first boundary condition of the siphon : over pressure value at the base of the adapter.

Numerical model MANCHEJTE

The second boundary condition of the siphon is given by the last numerical simulation named MANCHETTE
(mesh figure 9). This is a 2D axi-symmetric computation, which represents an adapter, a thermal sleeve, a rod
drive and a guide tube. The hole bored though the upper part of the thermal sleeve is not represented because this
hole is not axi-symmetric. So the mesh of the siphon is cut under the hole and both channels are artificially
linked by two velocity boundary conditions calculated with the pressure drop law of the hole.

So the numerical model takes into account the flow rate through the siphon. For a given upward or downward
flow rate in the guide tube, the model can calculate, taking into account the temperature or not, the pressure level
at the base of the thermal sleeve, which is the last boundary condition of the siphon. The values of the flow rate
in the guide tubes are picked up from the numerical simulation COUVERCLE-450.

The figure 8 shows an upward and a downward flow rate in the guide tube. In fact with a downward flow, the
pressure at the base of the thermal sleeve is nearly equal to the pressure in the upper head. Inversely, when the
flow is upward, the overpressure is significant.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS

This study contributes to increase the knowledge of the flow in the upper head and around the adapters. In
particular its results allow reducing the likelihood of a hot upward flow from the upper internal plenum to the
upper head in the 900 MW CPY units.

The comparison between the experimental and numerical TRAVERSIN models will be continued with the flow
and pressure fields comparaison.

All results of the study will be brought together in the THERSIF model to give more informations about the
flow and the temperature in the siphons. The thermal aspects will be also developed with thermal numerical
simulations on the COUVERCLE-450 and MANCHETTE models.
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Figure 1 - Global view of the upper head geometry with one adapter.
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Figure 8 - Comparison between the experimental and numerical TRAVERSIN model.

Figure 9 - Mesh, pressure and velocity fields of the MANCHETTE computation

(upward flow on the left and downward flow on the right).


